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Fergie Laughs Last
BEFORE YOU READ: 
(All SnapWords® resources are available at child1st.com) 

SOUND SPELLINGS: Sounds: /F/ spelled GH. GH words: COUGH, LAUGH, ROUGH, 
TOUGH, ENOUGH, TROUGH. These words also have various sounds for the OU spelling. 
In COUGH and TROUGH the OU sounds like a short O. In ROUGH, TOUGH, ENOUGH 
OU sounds like short U. AU sounds like short A in LAUGH. Give students hooks for 
remembering by using little sentences: “I am ROUGH and TOUGH ENOUGH.” “He 
will COUGH in the TROUGH.” Have them draw a picture to illustrate each of the two 
sentences.

SIGHT WORDS: D Words: CLOSE, HOT, OPEN, SAME, YET. G Words: EVER, FEW, LOT. YET, 
HOT, LOT can be sounded out. SAME and CLOSE have pinchy E’s on the end. Notice that 
the SE at the end of CLOSE is the sound of Z spelled SE. Other words: “hose, rose, nose.” 
EVER has the Bossy R ending - ER. FEW has the OO sound at the end spelled EW. Similar 
words are “grew, flew, new, crew, stew,” etc.

PREVIEW: Scan the storyline together to locate SnapWords® and target sound spellings.

READ:
Please follow reading tips as outlined in Book 1 in this section.

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. Where did the alpacas live?
2. Why was Fergie so hot?
3. Why did Fergie run out of the gate?
4. How did her owner help her out?

1. In the mountains of Peru. 2. She had a long coat. 3. The other alpacas were laughing 
at her. 4. Her owner sheered her long coat so she wouldn’t be so hot.
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She ran out the gate and did not close 
it. When Fergie’s owner saw her, she 
didn’t laugh.

“Close the gate, Fergie,” said Fergie’s 
owner, “And I will cut your coat. Then 
you will not be so hot.”
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